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SERVING SOUTH SOUND SINCE 1925!
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Greetings! Well, September sure
flew by. Turning the calendar to
October means we are close to
starting the remodel of the Lilly Rd
Fast Fuel!
As with any
construction timeline, dates and
times can be fluid. I encourage
anyone who is interested in staying
up to date, to follow us on social
media – Facebook, Twitter, or
Instagram. We will keep things
updated and post pictures as the
project comes along.

Non-Ethanol, and 10% Ethanol
gasolines. So, follow us and stay
up date with the progress of the
project. The current estimated
time to close the site is October.
And it will be shut down for 2-3
months.
So we apologize in
advance for any inconvenience.
But it will be worth it in the end!
In the meantime, our Downtown
site will be open, or there is
another CFN on Fones Rd across
from Home Depot.

For those that didn’t read last
month’s letter or who have not
heard, we are doing a complete
remodel of the Lilly Rd site,
similar to what we did Downtown
3 years ago. All new pumps, we
are adding Diesel Exhaust Fluid
(DEF), adding Off Road Diesel,
and we will have 3 grades of both

Propane
and
Heating
Oil
customers….the
weather
is
beginning to get chilly; if you are
on auto refill, we will be coming
around soon to top you off. If you
are on will call, now is a good time
to call for a top off. I will put in
another plug for Auto Fill. There
is NO extra cost to being on Auto

Fill, but you do get PRIORITY
service. Remember last February?
Snowpocalyspe, Snowmaggedon?
Yeah, we made sure our Auto Fill
customers were taken care of. We
did our best to take care of will
calls as well, but auto customers
are priority #1!
Lastly,
another
plug
for
referrals….if you know someone
who has propane and isn’t
currently one of our customers,
encourage them to give us a call.
Our prices are always competitive
and our service is 2nd to NONE!
Plus, you can earn account credit
for sending us referrals!
That’s it for this month….

